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Leglytical – A Treasure of School of law, is the flagship e-newsletter of
the School of Law, Sushant University. The primary objective behind
the inception of this e-newsletter is to provide a forum to students,
empowering them to express their thoughts about the prophecies and
goals of Indian society. Apart from that, the e-newsletter promotes and
endeavours to nurture a culture of serious academic research and extra-
curricular activities amongst the students through a structured process
of mentoring and supervision. As we believe that “Education is not
learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think”- Albert Einstein. 
I take immense pleasure in publishing Volume-IX of Leglytical –
Treasure of School of Law and I whole-heartedly congratulate the
Editorial Board headed by Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee, Assistant Professor
of Law for such commendable and praiseworthy compilation of the
School of Law success stories. 
Wish you all a wonderful and glorious New Year 2023! 

With Best Wishes,  
Prof. (Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahiya 

Dean, SOL  
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“There is nothing magical about the flip of the calendar, but it represents a
clean break, a new hope, and a blank canvas”

― Jason Soroski

I am delighted to bring this special last issue of “LEGLYTICAL: The Treasure of School of Law”
embedded with greetings for the new year 2023. I congratulate the editorial team of the quarterly
newsletter for creating a difference in the lives of both the students and the faculty and making a
mark in the legal industry in the pursuit of excellence.  
It goes without saying that we, at School of Law are consistently adopting new, innovative and
creative strategies and models to guarantee a sustainable, successful future and the entire team
is achieving this milestone with true dedication, spirit and endeavor. The events organized in the
past quarter, the skills exhibited by the students, and the innovative projects undertaken are
evidence of the fact that all the stakeholders are aligned with the vision of the school to nurture
it and bring it into reality.  
In the new year, our strategy for ensuring that our school remains well-positioned to maintain
its phenomenal growth includes attracting world-class faculty, expanding our curriculum, and
continuing to renew our teaching and research methods, with an eye toward elevating the
standards of legal education to the international level. 
I wish TEAM LEGLYTICAL all the very best for their future aspirations and a very HAPPY NEW
YEAR 2023! 

Prof.(Dr.) Kanu Priya



I N S I D E  L E G L Y T I C A L  

PROF.(DR.) SULAKSHANA
BANERJEE

Creating a Chronicle is somehow a work of
wholeness- and that wholeness requires

courage and creativity.

I am extremely delighted to construct and create Volume
–IX of Leglytical-Treasure of School of Law, Sushant
University. It has been another joyful and blessed year and
before departing 2022 here we are with our series of
fascinating events and happenings held at the School of
Law.
Leglytical drafts and delineates in detail the different
aspects of the School of Law. In brief, Leglytical is a source
of inspiration and creativity for students. A student feels
very happy after seeing his or her name published in
Leglytical .That glowing and smiling face is indeed an
honour and pleasure for us and inspires us too, to create
more such extraordinary moments for all.The School of
Law, Sushant University is well known for conducting
unique events and creating awareness in society. And
through Leglytical we spread and share such unique
moments and thereby build “monographs of joy.”Hope,
like the previous publications, this time also Leglytical will
fly at the top.
Wish all the Readers in advance a Happy and Prosperous
New Year, 2023! 
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EDITORIAL TEAM 
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PROF.(DR.) SULAKSHANA 
BANERJEE

INDERPREET SINGH
(5th sem)BALL.B

HIMANSHI RAGHAV
(5th sem)BALL.B

RIDHI SHARMA
(5th sem)BALL.B

LATIKA BHARDWAJ 
(2nd sem)BALL.B

FACULTY EDITOR 

SHAKSHI YADAV 
(2nd sem)BALL.B

STUDENT EDITORS



ALUMNI TALKS WITH RISHAV DIXIT;
CIVIL JUDGE CUM JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE,MPCJ (AIR 96)

The success of any school can be measured by
the contribution the alumnus makes to national
life. School of Law introduced its first ‘Alumni
Talk Series’ where senior Alumni interact with
the present students and mentor them by
providing guidance for their life ahead.
The first speaker for the 'Alumni Talk Series' was
Mr. Rishav Dixiit, Civil Judge cum Judicial
Magistrate, MPCJ - AIR 96 (1st attempt) / Scored
92 in RJS Prelims and walked off Mains/ Ex Cyril
Amarchand Mangaldas/ Shortlisted for 3 PPOs.
Mr. Rishav Dixit did his LLM in Corporate Law
from the School of Law in the academic year
2020-2021.
Alumni Talks Series with Mr. Rishav Dixit
successfully took place on 15th November,2022
in School of Law, Sushant University. He
enlightened the students about how to prepare
for judiciary exams. Moreover, he also explained
the various career paths after completing
graduation in law. Further, he discussed the
working of corporate law firms in detail, himself
on being an associate in one of the top law firms,
like Shardul Amalchand Mangaldas. 
It was a very informative and a motivating
session and all of us are waiting for more such
alumni talks. The event was well coordinated by
the student coordinator Dakshita Sharma Katare
under the guidance of the faculty coordinator
Prof. Dr. Kanu Priya. 
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GUEST LECTURE ON GENDER SENSITIZATION
AND THE IMPORTANCE OF GENDER

SENSITIZATION AT WORKPLACE 

School of Law and Gender Sensitization Cell have
organized a Guest Lecture on the topic ‘Combating
Gender Stereotypes and the importance of Gender
Sensitization at Workplaces ’.
The main aim of this Guest Lecture was to spread
awareness relating to Gender Equality and to state
the importance of Gender Sensitization at
workplaces. 
The event was organised by Assistant Professor
Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee Mukherjee. She explained
explicitly the difference between “sex” and
“gender”, the very meaning of Gender Sensitization,
its objectives and also the significance of gender
sensitization at workplaces. The session was further
addressed by Dean School of Law, Prof (Dr.) Jagbir
Singh Dahiya who clearly narrated the constitutional
aspects and different noteworthy case laws related
to it. Another Speaker, Prof Amit Kumar Singh
Assistant Professor of Law defined the topic in
sociological and anthropological perspective. 
Overall students achieved vast thought from the
discussion. All total 112 students participated in this
insightful session along with faculty members of
different schools. The event was concluded by a
mesmerizing vote of thanks by Dr.Sulakshana. The
entire event was nicely anchored by Dakshita
Sharma Katare and Ridhi Sharma .Other student
coordinators of the event are Inderpreet Singh,
Vrinda Gupta, Peehu Gupta and Khushi Vashisth.
This event is an epoch making event as students
gained in-depth knowledge and information from it.
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CONSTITUTION DAY 
CELEBRATION 

On the auspicious occasion of the adoption of
the Indian Constitution by the Constituent
Assembly in 1949 the School of Law, Sushant
University celebrated “Constitution Day”
(Samvidhan Diwas) on 25th November, 2022.
The event started with a morning assembly with
an enthralling address of the Dean, School of
Law Prof.(Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahiya. He took the
pledge of “The Preamble” and the
“Fundamental Duties” and narrated the
historical aspect and significance of the Indian
Constitution.  
To value and honour our Indian Constitution,
the second part of the celebration started with
a lecture on the topic-"India-The Mother of
Democracy" by Prof.(Dr.) Kanu Priya Associate
Dean, School of Law . She elucidated
unequivocally the significant case laws and
created a highly interactive session by
conducting a quiz. Students were highly
motivated and satisfied and attended the entire
event with full zeal and enthusiasm. The event
ended with an amazing vote of thanks by
Dr.Sulakshana, Assistant Professor of Law who
is also the creator, convener and designer of the
occasion. The event was anchored by Dakshita
Sharma Katare and Ridhi Sharma . Other
Student coordinators were Inderpreet Singh,
Khushi Vashisth and Vrinda Gupta. This
celebration achieved great success as it was
evident from the active and vigorous
participation of students.  
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SEMINAR 6.0 ON “LEGAL ISSUES IN
THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD: A

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH”

School of law, Sushant University
organized Seminar 6.0 on “Legal
Issues in the Contemporary World: A
Multi-disciplinary Approach” for the
students of B.A. LL.B (Hons)/ BBA LL.B
(Hons)/ LL.B (Hons) that has been
scheduled on 29th November 2022,
wherein all the students presented
their respective research papers for
the allotted subjects. 
These seminars help students to
enhance their writing and reading
skills and gives them a platform to
present their research papers. 
It was a great success and all the
students learned a lot from it.
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME 

School of Law, Sushant University under the valuable
guidance of Honourable Dean, Prof.(Dr.) Jagbir Singh
Dahiya has organized a Faculty Development
Programme “Train the Trainer” from 13th-19th
December,2022. The event started with an enthralling
welcome speech by Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee, Assistant
Professor of Law.Prof.(Dr.)Tejwant Singh Brar, Senior
Professor of Art and Architecture, the speaker on the
very first day explained explicitly the need to change
pedagogical approaches in higher education with
relevant examples. On 14th December, 2022 Prof.(Dr.)
Sudipto Sarkar Dean, School of Engineering caught the
attention of audience by his marvelous deliberations on
the topic “Don’t just be a Teacher –Be a Role Model.” On
15th December, 2022 Mr. Saif Anjum, Assistant Professor
of Hotel Management, shared his views through
different scientifically advanced videos on the topic
“Technological Advancement in Restaurant Business”.
On 16th December, 2022 Prof.(Dr.) Manasvi Maheshwari,
Associate Professor of Delhi Metropolitan Education
delivered her valuable talk on “E-content Generation &
Delivery -4 Quadrant Approach” where she explained in
detail about E-text, Audio/video, Discussion and
Assessment etc.
Prof.(Dr.)Anil Dawra an eminent Professor of Law
delivered his valuable inputs by explaining pragmatic
techniques to be adapted for today’s generation in the
valedictory session of this Faculty Development
Programme on 19th December,2022. The programme
was ended by a mesmerizing ‘thank you note’ by
Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee who also hosted and conducted
the entire FDP. The other Faculty Convener of the FDP
was Dr.Deepak Miglani, Associate Professor of Law. The
entire event was very insightful as the very objective of
the FDP was to “Transform the Trainer” through
different transdisciplinary methodologies. The success
of this FDP is perceptible after receiving wonderful
feedback from all the participants.



Lavi Thakran student of LL.B 3rd semester, believes
in contributing to social change, unwilling to buckle
under pressure and looks forward to becoming
backbone of the country’s fight against corruption
exposed (Ex) Additional SHO, Sadar Police Station,
Gurgaon, Rohtas Yadav through a sting operation
who helped the criminals escape arrest and in lieu of
demanding  20,000 INR bribe from the complainant
himself. 

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
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Pritpal Singh Chahal student of LL.M
(Criminal Law) published a paper titled
"Study of Crimes" in International Journal of
Scientific & Engineering Research- IJSER with
Paper ID- 10190717.

Seema Saini and Simrat Sohi Research
Scholars of School of Law, were invited
by the Vatel Hotel &Tourism Business
School, Sushant University on 22nd
December, 22 for FDP on "Ethics and
the Future of Work"  as Resourse
Persons for talking on "POSH at
Workplace". 

Dakshita Sharma katare student of BA
LL.B(Hons.) 3rd year successfully completed
a NEPTL offered course on Constitution of
India and Environmental Governance.



STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS
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Praveen Solanki student of Ph.D
in School of Law, Sushant
University has qualified as a
patent agent and his name has
been registered in the Register
of patent agents.

Gaurav Saluja student of LL.B 1st
year and Deepak Yadav, Student
of BBA LL.B (Hons.) 2nd year
backed first position in drafting of
writ petition, held on Constitution
Day 26th November,2022.

Simrat Sohi, Research Scholar of
School of Law presented a research
paper on LGBTQ and their Human
Rights in India: Challenges Discourse,
in the 3rd International Seminar on
Human Rights,  on 10th December
2022.



FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS
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Prof. Arushi Mehta, Assistant Professor SOL was invited
as a Resource Person on 23rd December,2022 in a One
Week FDP organised by School of Business, Sushant
University on the theme "New Paradigms in Accounting
and Finance".
She had delivered a lecture on International Trade Law
and how WTO is trying to maintain a balance between
all countries amidst Covid-19 and Ukraine-Russia war. 

Dr. Deepak Miglani Associate Professor of
Law and Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee , Assistant
Professor of Law conducted  five days
Faculty Development Program "Train the
Trainer" from 13th-19th December,22 at
School of Law, Sushant University.
All the faculty members were felicitated by
providing Certificate of Participation.

Prof. Vidushi Puri Kuraien was awarded Ph.D
degree on 14th October,2022 by NLU,Delhi.

Namrata  Maurya Coordinator School of Law has
presented a paper titled "Gender Impact in Digital
Era: A Critical Analysis of Cyber Space, ITCs, AI &
Corporate Responsibility" in National Seminar
Organised by IILM University, Gurgaon on 4th 
 November, 2022 and also completed Post
Graduate Diploma Business Management in
Information Technology and System Management
in October, 2022.



Student

T E S T I M O N I A L S  

My experience at Sushant University is
noteworthy. In addition to enlightening
and enhancing my academic and
interpersonal skills, it has provided me
with valuable information. The Faculty
staff and Professors of SOL offer
fraternized lectures here in an
accommodating manner. The SOL at
Sushant University is very diversifying
in nature; we have a diversified age
group of students studying all together
from different aspects of life. Overall it
is a great experience and a lifetime
memory at Sushant University.

 

Gaurav Saluja
1St year LL.B (Hons.)
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